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THE USE OF IMAGE AND OF HUMOUR IS A WAY OF UNDERSTANDING OR BEING MOl'E , COMFORTABLE WITH 
� 

�,ow, WITH WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW. 
'f I( l' MARK GOMES, APRIL 1992 

I am making work that draws from and appropriates · g f "h I " · · ima es O ome Y speech. To these I apply the strategies of reconstruction and 550ciated with the symbolic and the monumental.
ownershi and em ow r · · · · . . . . . 

represen .,nall'I a . 
In this process, I ask questions of the "normal" cultural mediations that determine 

P P e an obJect and text with authority. With this mixed breed, a kind of re-inventing having taken place metapho . differentcontextual perspective. 
' ric Po . j for aMark Gomes, February 19921 5S1b11 ,<ti 

A Dadaist is convinced that a worthwhile life will arise only when we start taking things lightly and when we remo f ve rorn our Sp ..,
d but already putrid meanings it has accumulated over the centuries ("search for truth;" "defense of justice;" "passionate concern;" etc. etc.). A Dadaist is prepared to

;0un 
initiate joyful experiments even in those domains where change and experimentation seem to be out of the question (example: the basic functions of language). 

Dilige, et quod vis fac. 
Saint Augustine 

MARK GOMES . Common of Piscary (1984�85), Mixed media, 6x16x35 ft 
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24 

MA R K  G O M E S  A N D  T H E  AM A ZI N G  FIS H 

BY IA N C ARR - H ARRIS 

Saint Augustine's dictum could be rendered: "As long as you're programme, we are left asking not "What is to be done?" 
serious, anything goes."3 The trick, as Feyerabend reminds us, is co but rnther "How can I be serious?" 
know how to judge if you are serious. This is not an idle I want to consider here what a basis for "being serious" 
question. Whether cast as an anxious moment (if not a cris1;\ might be and in particular how a number of works by Mark
in the culture of critical modernity or as the triumph of Gomes over the last several years have posed that question. 
modernity's mirrored nemesis, postmodernity, the question Gomes tells us he is concerned with the "incoherence" 
cannot be answered by an appeal either to categorical of normal experience. His interest lies in returning us, as 

imperatives or to endless playfulness. The ethics of engage· those who possess and are possessed by "homely speech," to 

ment have been destabilized and, like a Lenin without a '
a

n accommodation with the way this speech defines the

borderlines between knowledge and unknowledge, between 
authority and its lack. His determination is that the 
different perspective resulting from this accommodation 
will, in an important sense, resolve the dilemma of 
"knowing the unknowable." At the end, we may enter into 
a kind of serenity, as Ihor Holubizky has suggested4 -
although perhaps a state of grace, in Graham Greene's sense 
of dialectical acceptance, would also be accurate. Within 
this state, we may then determine (as we will be determined 
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Paul Feyerabend2 














